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Description

Bw Gradual brings together the pragmatic feel of the geometric grotesque genre
with the visual appeal of its very deep joins.
Pure shapes and fast curves coexist on this versatile font family that claims for
attention when used large, but also delivers a very confortable reading experience
when used as body copy, thanks to the deep joins acting as ink traps.
Designed by Alberto Romanos, Bw Gradual is available in 7 weights from the
delicate Thin to the robust Black with accompanying oblique italics. It supports
all European Latin languages and it includes OpenType features like ligatures,
old style figures or case sensitive forms among others.
Licenses are available from brandingwithtype.com and selected vendors.
Please visit our site for the latest version and information on this font.
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Styles

Thin Italic
Light Italic
Regular Italic
Medium Italic
Bold Italic
ExtraBold Italic
Black Italic
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Detail

Bw Gradual anatomy
thin joins

slightly taller
old-style figures

balanced x-height
& diacritics

Aa[12]Bbës
eroded
stems

thin brackets
& hyphens

10° oblique

horizontal
terminals
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Samples

Bugatti Veyron means fast curves

431KMH
ARTISTRY, FORM & TECHNIQUE
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Samples

1 2345678

Elaine Thompson (JAM)

10.71

GOLD

Tori Bowie (USA)

10.83

SILVER

Shelly-Ann Fraser-Pryce (JAM)

10.86

BRONZE

Marie-Josée Ta Lou (CIV)

10.86

Dafne Schippers (NED)

10.90

Michelle-Lee Ahye (TTO)

10.92

English Gardner (USA)

10.94

Christania Williams (JAM)

11.80
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Uprights sample sentence 30/30pt
Thin

Bold

Light

ExtraBold

Regular

Black

You can’t criticize
geometry (it’s never
wrong).
You can’t criticize
geometry (it’s never
wrong).
You can’t criticize
geometry (it’s never
wrong).
Medium

You can’t criticize
geometry (it’s never
wrong).

You can’t criticize
geometry (it’s never
wrong).
You can’t criticize
geometry (it’s never
wrong).
You can’t criticize
geometry (it’s never
wrong).
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Italics sample sentence 30/30pt
Thin

Bold

Light

ExtraBold

Regular

Black

You can’t criticize
geometry (it’s never
wrong).
You can’t criticize
geometry (it’s never
wrong).
You can’t criticize
geometry (it’s never
wrong).
Medium

You can’t criticize
geometry (it’s never
wrong).

You can’t criticize
geometry (it’s never
wrong).
You can’t criticize
geometry (it’s never
wrong).
You can’t criticize
geometry (it’s never
wrong).
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Uprights sample sentence 30/30pt ALL CAPS
Thin

Bold

Light

ExtraBold

Regular

Black

YOU CAN’T CRITICIZE
GEOMETRY (IT’S NEVER
WRONG).
YOU CAN’T CRITICIZE
GEOMETRY (IT’S NEVER
WRONG).
YOU CAN’T CRITICIZE
GEOMETRY (IT’S NEVER
WRONG).

Medium

YOU CAN’T CRITICIZE
GEOMETRY (IT’S NEVER
WRONG).

YOU CAN’T CRITICIZE
GEOMETRY (IT’S NEVER
WRONG).
YOU CAN’T CRITICIZE
GEOMETRY (IT’S NEVER
WRONG).
YOU CAN’T CRITICIZE
GEOMETRY (IT’S NEVER
WRONG).
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Italics sample sentence 30/30pt ALL CAPS
Thin

Bold

Light

ExtraBold

Regular

Black

YOU CAN’T CRITICIZE
GEOMETRY (IT’S NEVER
WRONG).
YOU CAN’T CRITICIZE
GEOMETRY (IT’S NEVER
WRONG).
YOU CAN’T CRITICIZE
GEOMETRY (IT’S NEVER
WRONG).

Medium

YOU CAN’T CRITICIZE
GEOMETRY (IT’S NEVER
WRONG).

YOU CAN’T CRITICIZE
GEOMETRY (IT’S NEVER
WRONG).
YOU CAN’T CRITICIZE
GEOMETRY (IT’S NEVER
WRONG).
YOU CAN’T CRITICIZE
GEOMETRY (IT’S NEVER
WRONG).
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Uprights sample paragraph 8/12pt
Thin
Bw Gradual brings together the pragmatic feel of the geometric grotesque genre with the visual appeal
of its very deep joins. Pure shapes and fast curves coexist on this versatile font family that claims for
attention when used large, but also delivers a very confortable reading experience when used as body
copy, thanks to the deep joins acting as ink traps. Designed by Alberto Romanos, Bw Gradual is available
in 7 weights from the delicate Thin to the robust Black with accompanying oblique italics. It supports
all European Latin languages and it includes OpenType features like ligatures, old style figures or case
sensitive forms among others.

Bold
Bw Gradual brings together the pragmatic feel of the geometric grotesque genre with the visual
appeal of its very deep joins. Pure shapes and fast curves coexist on this versatile font family that
claims for attention when used large, but also delivers a very confortable reading experience when
used as body copy, thanks to the deep joins acting as ink traps. Designed by Alberto Romanos, Bw
Gradual is available in 7 weights from the delicate Thin to the robust Black with accompanying
oblique italics. It supports all European Latin languages and it includes OpenType features like
ligatures, old style figures or case sensitive forms among others.

Light
Bw Gradual brings together the pragmatic feel of the geometric grotesque genre with the visual appeal
of its very deep joins. Pure shapes and fast curves coexist on this versatile font family that claims for
attention when used large, but also delivers a very confortable reading experience when used as body
copy, thanks to the deep joins acting as ink traps. Designed by Alberto Romanos, Bw Gradual is available
in 7 weights from the delicate Thin to the robust Black with accompanying oblique italics. It supports
all European Latin languages and it includes OpenType features like ligatures, old style figures or case
sensitive forms among others.

ExtraBold
Bw Gradual brings together the pragmatic feel of the geometric grotesque genre with the visual
appeal of its very deep joins. Pure shapes and fast curves coexist on this versatile font family that
claims for attention when used large, but also delivers a very confortable reading experience when
used as body copy, thanks to the deep joins acting as ink traps. Designed by Alberto Romanos, Bw
Gradual is available in 7 weights from the delicate Thin to the robust Black with accompanying
oblique italics. It supports all European Latin languages and it includes OpenType features like
ligatures, old style figures or case sensitive forms among others.

Regular
Bw Gradual brings together the pragmatic feel of the geometric grotesque genre with the visual appeal
of its very deep joins. Pure shapes and fast curves coexist on this versatile font family that claims
for attention when used large, but also delivers a very confortable reading experience when used as
body copy, thanks to the deep joins acting as ink traps. Designed by Alberto Romanos, Bw Gradual is
available in 7 weights from the delicate Thin to the robust Black with accompanying oblique italics. It
supports all European Latin languages and it includes OpenType features like ligatures, old style figures
or case sensitive forms among others.

Black
Bw Gradual brings together the pragmatic feel of the geometric grotesque genre with the
visual appeal of its very deep joins. Pure shapes and fast curves coexist on this versatile font
family that claims for attention when used large, but also delivers a very confortable reading
experience when used as body copy, thanks to the deep joins acting as ink traps. Designed by
Alberto Romanos, Bw Gradual is available in 7 weights from the delicate Thin to the robust Black
with accompanying oblique italics. It supports all European Latin languages and it includes
OpenType features like ligatures, old style figures or case sensitive forms among others.

Medium
Bw Gradual brings together the pragmatic feel of the geometric grotesque genre with the visual
appeal of its very deep joins. Pure shapes and fast curves coexist on this versatile font family that
claims for attention when used large, but also delivers a very confortable reading experience when
used as body copy, thanks to the deep joins acting as ink traps. Designed by Alberto Romanos, Bw
Gradual is available in 7 weights from the delicate Thin to the robust Black with accompanying oblique
italics. It supports all European Latin languages and it includes OpenType features like ligatures, old
style figures or case sensitive forms among others.
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Italics sample paragraph 8/12pt
Thin
Bw Gradual brings together the pragmatic feel of the geometric grotesque genre with the visual appeal
of its very deep joins. Pure shapes and fast curves coexist on this versatile font family that claims for
attention when used large, but also delivers a very confortable reading experience when used as body
copy, thanks to the deep joins acting as ink traps. Designed by Alberto Romanos, Bw Gradual is available
in 7 weights from the delicate Thin to the robust Black with accompanying oblique italics. It supports
all European Latin languages and it includes OpenType features like ligatures, old style figures or case
sensitive forms among others.

Bold
Bw Gradual brings together the pragmatic feel of the geometric grotesque genre with the visual
appeal of its very deep joins. Pure shapes and fast curves coexist on this versatile font family that
claims for attention when used large, but also delivers a very confortable reading experience when
used as body copy, thanks to the deep joins acting as ink traps. Designed by Alberto Romanos, Bw
Gradual is available in 7 weights from the delicate Thin to the robust Black with accompanying
oblique italics. It supports all European Latin languages and it includes OpenType features like
ligatures, old style figures or case sensitive forms among others.

Light
Bw Gradual brings together the pragmatic feel of the geometric grotesque genre with the visual appeal
of its very deep joins. Pure shapes and fast curves coexist on this versatile font family that claims for
attention when used large, but also delivers a very confortable reading experience when used as body
copy, thanks to the deep joins acting as ink traps. Designed by Alberto Romanos, Bw Gradual is available
in 7 weights from the delicate Thin to the robust Black with accompanying oblique italics. It supports
all European Latin languages and it includes OpenType features like ligatures, old style figures or case
sensitive forms among others.

ExtraBold
Bw Gradual brings together the pragmatic feel of the geometric grotesque genre with the visual
appeal of its very deep joins. Pure shapes and fast curves coexist on this versatile font family that
claims for attention when used large, but also delivers a very confortable reading experience when
used as body copy, thanks to the deep joins acting as ink traps. Designed by Alberto Romanos, Bw
Gradual is available in 7 weights from the delicate Thin to the robust Black with accompanying
oblique italics. It supports all European Latin languages and it includes OpenType features like
ligatures, old style figures or case sensitive forms among others.

Regular
Bw Gradual brings together the pragmatic feel of the geometric grotesque genre with the visual appeal
of its very deep joins. Pure shapes and fast curves coexist on this versatile font family that claims
for attention when used large, but also delivers a very confortable reading experience when used as
body copy, thanks to the deep joins acting as ink traps. Designed by Alberto Romanos, Bw Gradual is
available in 7 weights from the delicate Thin to the robust Black with accompanying oblique italics. It
supports all European Latin languages and it includes OpenType features like ligatures, old style figures
or case sensitive forms among others.

Black
Bw Gradual brings together the pragmatic feel of the geometric grotesque genre with the visual
appeal of its very deep joins. Pure shapes and fast curves coexist on this versatile font family that
claims for attention when used large, but also delivers a very confortable reading experience
when used as body copy, thanks to the deep joins acting as ink traps. Designed by Alberto
Romanos, Bw Gradual is available in 7 weights from the delicate Thin to the robust Black with
accompanying oblique italics. It supports all European Latin languages and it includes OpenType
features like ligatures, old style figures or case sensitive forms among others.

Medium
Bw Gradual brings together the pragmatic feel of the geometric grotesque genre with the visual
appeal of its very deep joins. Pure shapes and fast curves coexist on this versatile font family that
claims for attention when used large, but also delivers a very confortable reading experience when
used as body copy, thanks to the deep joins acting as ink traps. Designed by Alberto Romanos, Bw
Gradual is available in 7 weights from the delicate Thin to the robust Black with accompanying oblique
italics. It supports all European Latin languages and it includes OpenType features like ligatures, old
style figures or case sensitive forms among others.
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Symbols and punctuation

ªº*\·•:,…!¡#.?¿°'";/_

Character set. Uprights

Extended Latin uppercase

AÁĂÂÄÀĀĄÅÃÆBCĆČ
ÇĊDÐĎĐEÉĚÊËĖÈĒĘ

{}[]()—–-«»‹›„“”‘’‚€¢

FGĞĢĠHĦIÍÎÏİÌĪĮJJK

¤$ƒ£¥≈~÷∅=>≥∞∫<≤

ĶLĹĽĻŁMNŃŇŅŊÑOÓ

¬−×≠∂%‰+±∏√∑◊|¦@

ÔÖÒŐŌØÕŒPÞQRŔŘ

&¶©®§™^†‡´˘ˇ¸ˆ¨˙`˝¯

ŖSŚŠŞȘẞTŦŤŢȚUÚÛ

˛˚˜

ÜÙŰŪŲŮVWẂŴẄẀX
YÝŶŸỲZŹŽŻ
Extended Latin lowercase

Lining figures (default)

1234567890€£$¢¥%‰

Old style figures

1234567890€£$¢¥%‰

Fractions

1/2 1/3 2/3 3/4 1/5 2/5 1/6 1/7 3/8 1/10 12345/67890

Case sensitive

¿¡{[(Ca-se)]}

¿¡{[(CA-SE)]}

Superior and inferior figures

Su1234 In5678

Su¹²³⁴⁵ In₆₇₈₉₀

aáăâäàāąåãæbcćč
çċdðď đeéěêëėèēęf
gğģġhħiıíîïiìīįjjkķl
ĺľ ļłmnńňņŋñoóôöòő
ōøõœpþqrŕřŗsśšşșß
tŧťţțuúûüùűūųůvwẃ
ŵẅẁxyýŷÿỳzźžż

Ligatures

fb ff ffi ffj ffl fft fh fí fj fk ft ﬁ ﬂ tt
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Symbols and punctuation

ªº*\·•:,…!¡#.?¿°'";/_

Character set. Italics

Extended Latin uppercase

AÁĂÂÄÀĀĄÅÃÆBCĆČ
ÇĊDÐĎĐEÉĚÊËĖÈĒĘ

{}[]()—–-«»‹›„“”‘’‚€¢

FGĞĢĠHĦIÍÎÏİÌĪĮJJK

¤$ƒ£¥≈~÷∅=>≥∞∫<≤

ĶLĹĽĻŁMNŃŇŅŊÑOÓ

¬−×≠∂%‰+±∏√∑◊|¦@

ÔÖÒŐŌØÕŒPÞQRŔŘ

&¶©®§™^†‡´˘ˇ¸ˆ¨˙`˝¯

ŖSŚŠŞȘẞTŦŤŢȚUÚÛÜ

˛˚˜

ÙŰŪŲŮVWẂŴẄẀXYÝ
ŶŸỲZŹŽŻ
Extended Latin lowercase

Lining figures (default)

1234567890€£$¢¥%‰

Old style figures

1234567890€£$¢¥%‰

Fractions

1/2 1/3 2/3 3/4 1/5 2/5 1/6 1/7 3/8 1/10 12345/67890

Case sensitive

¿¡{[(Ca-se)]}

¿¡{[(CA-SE)]}

Superior and inferior figures

Su1234 In5678

Su¹²³⁴⁵ In₆₇₈₉₀

aáăâäàāąåãæbcćč
çċdðď đeéěêëėèēęf
gğģġhħiıíîïiìīįjjkķl
ĺľ ļłmnńňņŋñoóôöòő
ōøõœpþqrŕřŗsśšşșß
tŧťţțuúûüùűūųůvwẃ
ŵẅẁxyýŷÿỳzźžż

Ligatures

fb ff ffi ffj ffl fft fh fí fj fk ft ﬁ ﬂ tt
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